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Minutes 
 

 Of the Meeting held on Tuesday 17th May 2011 at 7.30 pm – at St. Ives Town 
Hall. 

 
Present:  

Jean Chandler  (JC) : Chair 
  Owen McLaughlin (OM) : Secretary 

Margaret Lumb  (ML) : Bluntisham PC 
Kate Williams  (KW) : Hemingford PC 
David McCandless (DM) : St. Ives Community Speedwatch 
Kate Williams  (KW) : Hemingford Grey PC 
Mike Newman  (MN) : HDC 
Gill Prangnell  (GP) : Colne PC 
Bill Halford  (BH) : Hilton PC 
Colin Saunderson (CS) : St. Ives TC & Fenstanton PC 
 

   
1 Apologies 
 
Lesley Craig, Jon Neish, Margaret Harlock 
 
2 Minutes - To approve Minutes of  15’th March 2011 
 
DM proposed that the minutes of the meeting on March 15th 2011 be accepted.  ML seconded.  
 
3 Matters arising from Minutes 
 
Speed Limit Review- CS reported that there had been no-one from CCC at the St. Ives Forum to 
answer the question as to why the Speed Limit Review had been stopped. ML reported that Steve 
Criswell said it was ‘low priority’.  BH said a note had been posted regarding a meeting of the 
county council on May 24’th where this would be discussed along with a proposal to allow local 
communities to fund changes to speed limits.  
Action: OM to write formally requesting more information about this process.  
 
Cats Eyes -  CS forgot to raise this at the Forum. He will chase it. 
 
 



4 Correspondence 
 
Hemingford Grey:  
A donation of £75 had been received from Hemingford Grey Parish Council. Action:  
Action: OM to send receipt and thank you letter. 
 
HDC: 
OM had sent a letter to Jason Ablewhite at HDC (copied to Dan Smith) asking for a donation of 
£100. The letter also mentioned the inadequacy of the Forums in dealing with Road Safety issues. 
 
St. Ives TC: 
JC had sent a letter to St. Ives TC to ask for a donation of £100, but had only got £50.  They have 
requested a report from CS. 
  
Neighbourhood Forum Reports 
 
St. Ives Forum   
CS attended but said that his thunder had been stolen  by the new localism issue which took up 
most of the time at the Forum. BH said he had read the localism bill but there is no mention on 
how it is to be funded. Villages simply don’t have the money to pay for things.  
 
GP said they will have put up their precept to pay for things that used to be funded by District or 
County. 
 
KW believed that the localism bill would actually cap PC precept rises.  
 
Ramsey Forum  
MN had attended. There was some interesting input from the Youth Forum. MN will be made an 
alderman tomorrow. The RSG congratulated him on this achievement. 
 
5 Review of Active Items 
 
Item 25 Traffic from Fenstanton crossing Harrison Way  - Map #34 
Issues The traffic at this point is fast and the West-going crossing is blind, making it particularly difficult 

for cycles and pedestrians to cross during the morning rush-hour.  
Speed limit also needs to be reviewed as the guided bus crossing is unsighted when approaching 
from the Hemmingford/Low road  roundabout  
TY said that the vegetation is a problem here now. It is difficult to see traffic coming round the 
roundabout. The sponsor should be contacted but better if two people write. 

 
Comment OM reported that he had written to Maxine Lester stressing the problems caused by vegetation for 

drivers entering the roundabout. He had not yet received a reply. 
 JC said that Maxine Lester have cut down some of the vegetation and visibility has improved.  
It is not clear if this was a result of the letter. 

Action OM to report on the Maxine Lester response. 
 
 
6 Review of Remaining Items  
 
Item 2: Speeding in Pidley 
 
No police action possible here due to road length. DM wondered why they haven’t done 
Speedwatch in Pidley. He said they can send a team if requested. The process starts out by using 
people from other villages. This prompts others in Pidley to volunteer.  
MN wondered if getting involved with ACRE might help. 



 
 
7 Speed Limit Stickers 
 
JC introduced this topic. She said they didn’t necessarily have to go on the bins and could go in 
peoples gardens.  
ML said they had more impact when they only appear occasionally. 
BH said this could work in areas like St. Audrey’s Lane where the council refuse to anything 
about the signs.  
 
OM said the council needed to make a statement in view of the fact that HDC are opposed.  
DM said that some districts have already issued the roundel stickers. There have also been 
assessments on whether this is a safety issue. They clearly are not. He has a road safety report 
dismissing ‘distraction’ as a road safety hazard. This should be a PC decision. This is localism in 
action.  
 
GP said that in Colne there may be a problem if HDC don’t support it as the PC will be paying 
for the stickers. 
 
JC said we should write to HDC with the evidence that DM has collected. We should talk about 
localism and tell them what we intend to do. 
 
GP wondered if we should be more forceful and say that some PCs will be distributing these.  
 
JC said we should continue anyway without the blessing of HDC.  
 
CS suggested that maybe this edict is coming from someone relatively junior so any letter should 
be copied to Jonathan Grey. 
 
DM said he had 250 Speedwatch stickers and 50 each of the others. His company is willing to 
fund these until people order them.  The price is now 80p each. There is no minimum order. 
Earith has already been done. Speedwatch will distribute the Speedwatch stickers but the RSG 
will distribute all the others. Stickers can be ordered from OM. 
 
CS said he was interested in Low Road Fenstanton but was not sure how St. Ives TC will react. 
He will look into it to see how many are interested. He’ll find out if  Fenstanton  PC are interested 
in buying some.  
 
OM asked if we should encourage individuals to get them. BH said that if the idea was approved 
they would sell the 30mph stickers through the village shop in Hilton.  
 
DM said they would do a press article once the stickers are out there.  
 
JC said the RSG would be prepared to fund some themselves. 
 
The consensus of the meeting was that the RSG fully supported the sticker campaign and would 
make them available to parish councils.  
 
Action: OM to write to HDC to explain our proposals. 
 
8 Speedwatch Update 
 
Police Admin Shortfall.  Speedwatch continues to limp on because of the drastic cutback in 
Police admin support.  The following data quantify how serious the shortfall is when compared to 
2010 
 



 2010 2011 Shortfall 
Sessions Letters Sessions Letters Sessions Letters 

Jan 22 551 0 0 22 551
Feb 26 757 2 43 24 714
Mar 25 806 13 291 12 515
Apr 26 789 11 188 18 601
Totals 99 2903 26 522 76 2381

 77% 82%
 
Centralised Admin.  With effect from June/July, the Camera Van Unit will be established with 
personnel to take on the receipt of session sheets from all Cambridgeshire Speedwatch Teams 
and send out letters on their behalf with any for serious speeding (Speed Limit + 15 MPH) or for 
3rd or more times offending being sent to NPTs for delivery by hand.  How the Unit will cope 
with our 300 letters a week + hundreds from Ramsey District and Ely and Willingham, who are 
known to be highly active like us, is not known but DM will be seeking assurances that letters be 
sent out within 2 weeks else the Team's efforts will again be stifled because they cannot return to 
a location a subsequent time until letters from the previous occasion have been delivered.  

 
Police Enforcement Support.  Despite the current admin shortfall and to support us as best they 
can,  the NPT Officers  - who regard Speedwatch as a vital part of the struggle against excessive 
speed on our town and village residential roads - have  joined us 'in the field'  to provide 
combined Speedwatch/Enforcement sessions.    Also, DM has met with the new St Ives NPT Sgt 
- Becky Jones and she, with the full support of Insp Steve Poppitt,  has formally agreed - as far as 
Policing demands permit -  to provide Constables/PCSOs for: 
 

• 2x combined Speedwatch/Enforcement session per month with a constable and  
• 2x Speedwatch/Monitoring sessions per month with a PCSO  

 
just to keep Speedwatch's association with the Police in full public view so drivers on seeing the 
Speedwatch signs will never know the capability of the team ahead.  Imagine what power 
permanent speedwatch signs would have either end of a village now that we have this 
combination being mounted regularly. 
 
Speedwatch and Traffic Surveys.  Speedwatch reacts to complaints to the Police of speeding 
and carries out 1 or more sessions to determine the facts.  If a 'hotspot' is established, then we 
now request a Traffic Survey of the camera unit, via our Sector Commander.  The results of the 
Traffic Survey are published on the NPT website at; 
 http://www.cambs.police.uk/roadsafety/speed_surveys/survey_results.asp 
 
If the survey determines that 25% or more of the vehicles were speeding over the week - as 5/5 
of ours have - ,then the hotspot qualifies for the regular presence of a camera van BUT ONLY IF 
IT IS SAFE AND LEGAL TO SITE IT.  If not, Dave McCandless arranges for Laser Gun 
sessions and if they are not practicable or safe then, like at Low Road, River View, the local 
TC/PC is informed so they can use the survey results to gain physical traffic calming.  In the 
meantime, if the town or village supports Speedwatch, then the teams will continue to mount 
sessions there in the hope that some drivers will slow down.  'It's better to do something rather 
than nothing' is the Speedwatch motto. 
 
Speedwatch Volunteers.  There have been no new volunteers since the last meeting, though 2 
from the Volunteer Bureau and Police have been contacted with no interest from them. 
 
Speedwatch Use of  Vehicle Activated Signs (VASs).  DM has noticed that his suggestion to 
save money by resetting all flashing VASs to the ACPO speed limit (thus reducing the wear and 
tear on LEDs and switching circuits) is being implemented and welcomed by drivers who are no 
longer irritated by the 20 MPH sign up Hillrise triggering at 20 MPH and outside the 20 MPH 
zone too.  However, in December the RSP rejected the idea that perhaps Speedwatch (not 



enforcement) teams could use these reset signs instead of their heavy displays so they could 
rapidly deploy with Speedwatch signs and report all those, who made the light flash, as doing  
over 24 MPH (in a 20 zone) or over 34 MPH (in a 30 zone) .  Additionally, because our 30 MPH 
SIDs only start to trigger at 33 MPH they are no use in 20 MPH zones where the ACPO Limit is 
24 MPH and above, BUT Speedwatch could be carried out in (reset) 20 MPH zones for the first 
time and that would certainly please the Head of the Hillrise school who has made several 
approaches to the Police to so something about speeding in front of her school..   DM has written 
to Richard Preston, Chair or RSP, asking him to review the December decision especially in the 
light that Leicestershire are using the signs in this way as the link below explains: 
http://www.bealocalhero.com/vehicle-activated-signs-trial-photographs/ 
 
Wheelie Bin Stickers.   
 

• Roundel Stickers - These are now available as 30 MPH or 40 MPH 'SPEED KILLS' 
• Speedwatch Stickers - They are available for the trial villages. 

 
Additional roundel stickers can be purchased from Imprezzions, High St Somersham at a reduced 
price of 6 of £5 within 24 hrs.  Phone your order ahead. 
 
Speedwatch Locations to Date:  So far this year the team's 26 sessions have been spread 
between: 
 

• Hilton - Potton Rd at Church End and @ the Shop + St Ives Rd @ The Paddocks 
• Earith - Colne Rd and the High St (Bluntisham End) 
• Somersham - Colne Rd and St Ives Rd @ The Pasture 
• St Ives - Houghton Rd and St Audrey Lane 

 
Speedwatch Publicity.  Speedwatch has been mentioned several times this year in the press and 
it is proposed to publicise a 'street of stickers' as soon as we  can 
 
RSG would like to thank DM and has company for all the work done. 
 
9 Reports from Members 
 
ML: Bluntisham 
One resident had complained that Hilton is getting a disproportionate number of surveys. How 
can she respond?  
DM said they have only had one request at Wood End in Bluntisham.  
JC said the person should request a visit and maybe should volunteer themselves. 
 
CS: Fenstanton 
CS did a session with DM with a radar gun in Fenstanton. He has now got some real data.  
 
BH: Hilton 
BH informed the group that he may be replaced with someone else. He won’t have time in the 
future. He will keep OM posted on developments. 
 
OM: Earith 
OM informed the group of some interesting statistics arising from the speed survey in Earith in 
February. It was clear that the village had a serious speeding problem with almost 40% of 
vehicles exceeding the ACPO guidelines. But the survey also confirmed, what many villagers had 
long suspected, that HGV speeds increased significantly at night between 11pm and 6am.   
 
10 AOB 
 
Speed Limit Changes – Role of the RSG  



 
Hill Rise has a 40 mph limit. The residents asked for change to 30mph but this was refused on 
grounds of ‘national criteria’. There are only houses and street lighting at one side of the road. 
The residents were annoyed about this.  However, DM said this can be changed under the 
Localism Bill. If individuals do this alone all the research will be lost. DM suggested that the 
RSG should take on this role.  
 
BH said the CC stated you would have more flexibility in setting limits but you still have to go 
through the same processes as now. DM replied that CCC will still take on the legal side of 
things. The council will get police approval. Also, if it’s only changing signs it will cost no more 
than a few hundred pounds.  
 
KW thought a local how-to guide would be really useful.  
 
GP thinks there could be problems if people disagree with each other.  How do you get agreement 
on anything?  
 
Action: OM to circulate something in advance of the next meeting. 
ML suggested we invite Steve Criswell to come to the next meeting. Somersham are pioneering 
localism.  
 
Items for the next Forums: 
 
St. Ives: Ask for localism to be explained in simple terms. CS to present this question. Further 
questions on disabled badges and ‘cats eyes’. 
 
BH: Issue raised at a previous Forum meeting was ‘lost’. He will remind them of it. 
 
Ramsey: MN may be going to it and will report back to the RSG. 
 
CS suggested OM could write to the LGA asking them what localism is. 
 
Tony Akers:  
 
CS gave the meeting the sad news of the death of Tony Akers, former member of the RSG and St. 
Ives Town Clerk for 10 years.  
 
 
 
11 Date of Next Meeting  
 
July 19th. 
 


